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    Introduction 
 
 
 
 
Welcome to Mendon, known throughout Vermont as the “Gateway to the Green 
Mountains.”  
 
Mendon is blessed with the best mountain scenery in southern Vermont. Killington 
Peak (Vermont’s second highest summit), Mendon Peak (the highest summit in 
Vermont without a marked trail to the top), Blue Ridge (overlooking the Otter Creek 
Valley) and Bald Mountain and East Mountain (both overlooking Rutland City and 
beyond) are all within our town boundary. Nearby Pico Peak further adds to the 
dramatic mountain skyline that we all enjoy. Over 90% of our town is forested and 
over 50% is protected in the Green Mountain National Forest, three Vermont State 
forests (Coolidge, Aitken and Jeffords) and the Rutland City forest. 
 
Hiking trails abound in Mendon, from the world-famous Long Trail/Appalachian 
Trail corridor to casual saunters like the Tamarack Notch loop to opportunities for 
bushwhacking up untrammeled summits like Mendon Peak. You can understand 
why we proclaim Mendon to be the hiking capital of southern Vermont. 
 
This ”Hike Mendon” trail guide is your ticket to mountain adventure. It is not 
intended as a comprehensive tenth-of-a-mile by tenth-of-a-mile trail guide. You will 
not find GPS coordinates anywhere. Many sources available in print and on-line do 
all that very well. Rather it is a guidebook that will help you find trail heads, alert 
you to where the trail goes left or right or straight up and what to expect in different 
seasons, including winter. There are also sections on hiking our snowmobile and 
back country ski trails and descriptions on where to start your bushwhack for those 
trail-less summits. We also include a bit of Mendon history here and there as well. 
 
There are a few caveats though: 

• Most of Mendon’s hiking trails are at high elevations so please do not use 
them until Memorial Day to allow them to dry out.  

• Conversely, do not hike ski trails in the winter.  
• Commercial GPS mapping apps don’t always lead you to the right road or 

trailhead in our town; we are delightfully old-fashioned that way. 
• Be respectful of other hikers by keeping your dog on a leash.  
• “Carry in, carry out” and “Leave no trace” are always important. If you find 

litter along the way please pick it up and bring it out with you.  
• We assume anyone setting off for a mountain hike will be prepared for most 

contingencies, but be mindful of the weather.  
• Cell phone service can be sporadic if you need to call for help.  
• Respect private property where you encounter it. 
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• In fall hunting seasons, it is wise for both you and your dog to wear 
something bright orange, both on a trail and especially when off-trail. 

• Opportunities for you pitch a tent for overnight stays are noted in the guide, 
but please make sure your campfire is dead out. 

• While most of the trails described in this guide are in the Rutland City 
watershed, it is always wise to filter or boil drinking water from our streams. 

 
 
A note on our maps: the four maps in this guide are compiled from four different USGS 
quadrangles and are current to the date of this guide. We have endeavored to mark 
trails and suggested bushwhacks as accurately as we can, but the maps are no 
substitute for the real thing and should not be relied on solely to find your way through 
our woods or to our summits. They are intended as a reference only. 
 
 
A note on winter hiking: winter can often be the most rewarding time to enjoy our 
forests and summits. All of Mendon’s summits and our woods as well can be hiked in 
the winter, with the exception of the Catamount Trail (see page 11). The most steep 
and tallest mountains like Killington and Mendon Peaks may require crampons on the 
summit, and even lower trails like the Canty Trail are steep enough that snowshoes 
should be similarly equipped. Remember that Vermont winter days are short, the deep 
woods often block the sun and dusk comes on quickly. Plan accordingly, bring water, 
wear appropriate clothing and let someone know what your hiking plans are. Cell 
phone service is sporadic at best. Prompt rescue is not guaranteed. 
 
 
Enjoy this guide, enjoy your hike, explore our community and come back often to 
Mendon, the “Gateway to the Green Mountains.” As you read on, we think you will 
agree with us that Mendon is indeed the hiking capital of southern Vermont.  
 
 
For more information about living, working and playing in our town, go to 
www.mendonvt.gov 
 

 
 
            Overview and a little history 
 
Mendon was an afterthought when it was chartered in 1781. Rutland to the west 
and Killington to the east had already been surveyed and granted charters, and the 
wilderness in between them was rugged and unexplored. It probably wasn’t of much 
interest to those early settlers: tall mountains, lots of rock, little soil, more of an 
obstacle than anything. When a few tough pioneers petitioned Vermont’s governor 
to carve out a town between Rutland and Killington, their request was granted but 
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the boundaries were drawn to create a “K” shaped town that was originally called 
Medway (no one knows for sure where that came from.)   
 
In 1796 another survey discovered the earlier surveys were off by a generous 
amount. A big chunk of the Green Mountain ridgeline south of Killington Peak, 
extending from the Ottaqueeche River in the east to what is now Brewers Corner in 
the west, had been overlooked, an unsurveyed area they labelled Parker’s Gore. The 
legislature had to give it to some town and they fortunately gave it to Medway in 
1804. The first town meeting was held in 1805 and in 1827, again for uncertain 
reasons, the voters renamed their town Mendon. 
 
Mendon is defined by mountains. Our skyline is graced by the 4235-foot high 
summit of Killington Peak to the southeast, 3840-foot high Mendon Peak to the 
South, Bald Mountain and East Mountain to the west and Blue Ridge to the north. 
(While the western flank of Pico Peak is in Mendon, its summit lays one town to the 
east.) Killington and Mendon Peaks are in the Coolidge Range and consist of gneiss 
and schist with thin topsoil. Wheelerville valley, which lies at the base of the 
mountain range, is composed of glacial tills, moraines and eskers, and is the 
watershed for Rutland City via Mendon Brook. The Wheelerville valley was 
extensively farmed until the early twentieth century, hosted its own school house 
and is dotted with old cellar holes and apple orchards. 
 

 
 
      Trail descriptions 
 

 
Long Trail and Appalachian Trail – see Map 1 
 
No one town in Vermont can claim to be the home of the Long Trail (LT) and 
Appalachian Trail (AT), but Mendon comes pretty close. The AT runs from Georgia 
to Maine but where it enters Vermont at the Massachusetts border it joins with and, 
to Vermonters, becomes known exclusively as the Long Trail (after all, the Long 
Trail preceded the Appalachian Trail by almost thirty years.) That union holds until 
the LT arrives in Mendon, where the AT is reestablished and turns east to New 
Hampshire while the LT continues north along the spine of the Green Mountains to 
Canada. 
 
The Long Trail in Mendon is most commonly accessed from U.S Route 4 at the 
eastern edge of town, where there is a well-signed and well-maintained parking lot. 
From there, hikers head south to the Scott Churchill shelter or north to the Willard 
Gap and its Maine Junction (where the AT splits to the east.)  
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Long Trail south to Churchill Scott shelter    
 
This hike is fairly easy, with only moderate grades and is a popular in-and-out 
afternoon trek. From the LT/AT parking lot on the south side of U.S. Route 4 (4 ½ 
miles east of Mendon’s yellow Town Office and just downhill from Pico Ski Area), 
pick up the trail at the kiosk and cross the bridge over Boone Brook. The LT is 
blazed with white paint and promptly splits uphill to the left while the Catamount 
Ski Trail, with its bright blue metal markers, proceeds to the right. The LT meanders 
generally south and gradually ascends through maple and birch, occasionally 
dropping down into small streambeds that are easily crossed. Along the way the 
trail wends through large boulder fields, some of which are glacial erratics and some 
of which fractured off the flank of nearby Pico Peak. After about three quarters of a 
mile, the trail climbs more steeply to the left via two switchbacks, then continues its 
way south until a blue blazed and well-signed trail leads right to the Churchill Scott 
shelter. This handsome Adirondack style shelter was built by Green Mountain Club 
(GMC) volunteers in 2002. A composting privy and one tent platform are nearby and 
a reliable water source is just to the south.  
 
The distance from the U.S Route 4 trailhead to the shelter is just under two miles 
and the elevation gain about 500 feet. 
 
An alternative: continue south on the LT past the shelter, slabbing around and slowly 
ascending the southwest shoulder of Pico. The LT leaves Mendon here and after two 
miles, in the midst of dense spruce woods, comes to a junction, where the LT turns 
south (or right) toward Killington Peak and the Sherburne Pass Trail turns north (or 
left) back to U.S. Route 4. With only modest elevation gain, the Sherburne Pass Trail 
crosses a dirt road which connects two ski areas and after about a half mile reaches 
the small Pico Camp, an enclosed structure with water nearby. Here you will encounter 
the Pico Link trail which leads very steeply about one half mile to the summit of Pico 
Peak. The Sherburne Pass trail then continues another two and a half miles downhill 
to Sherburne Pass itself, where you will have to have a car waiting for you or walk a 
mile back to your car at the parking lot. You can also take this alternative in the 
reverse direction and save yourself about four hundred feet of vertical hiking, but the 
Sherburne Pass trail up to Pico Camp is quite steep. The distance from the LT/AT 
parking lot on U.S. Route 4 circling around Pico and back to U.S. Route 4 at Sherburne 
Pass is almost eight miles with considerable elevation gain and loss.  
 

Long Trail north to Willard Gap 
 
This first mile of this trail is neither as isolated nor as interesting as the LT headed 
south from U.S. Route 4, but it is a pleasing walk through hardwoods with minimal 
elevation gain for most of its length. In the spring and late autumn it offers decent 
views of Pico Peak to the south. 
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Park in the LT/AT parking lot (described above) and cross the highway carefully at 
the marked crossing just to the west. While drivers are warned there is a pedestrian 
crossing here, don’t assume they will slow down for you. The LT shares the crossing 
with the blue metal signed Catamount Ski Trail through a wet area but that trail 
diverges left after about a hundred yards while the LT works its way to the 
northeast, slabbing across a hillside. After about three-quarters of a mile Pico Peak 
will pop out through the trees to the south. Willard Gap with its Maine Junction is 
well signed at the one-mile mark, with the Long Trail heading north to Canada and 
the Appalachian Trail taking her leave and turning east to New Hampshire. 
 
If you need water or shelter or just want to sit and soak it all in, it is less than one-
half mile further north along the LT to the Tucker Johnson shelter, which resides in 
a well-shaded glen on the small but reliable Eagle Brook. One half mile further north 
you will encounter the Elbow Road, the original route of an early nineteenth century 
turnpike across the Green Mountains from Mendon to points east. Here the LT 
leaves Mendon en route to Canada. This tract of land is being conveyed to the Green 
Mountain National Forest and it is hoped that eventually hiking trails will be 
developed from this road crossing back to the west at the end of Old Turnpike Road.  
 
The distance from the U.S. Route 4 trailhead to Willard Gap is just over one mile; add 
another half-mile if your destination is the Tucker Johnson shelter. There is just over 
two hundred feet elevation gain. 
 
An alternative: at Maine Junction, turn right or south on the AT (the sign says “AT 
North” as eventually the trail is headed north to Maine) and a tenth of a mile later 
turn right on the north end of the Deer Leap trail. This spur slabs across the west side 
of an unnamed hill, climbs a steep cliff on a ladder and joins the southern Deer Leap 
spur trail to the summit of Deer Leap itself. These bold and bald cliffs look straight 
down on U.S. Route 4 and south to Pico Peak, Mendon Peak and the Wheelerville 
Valley. You can then retrace your steps back along the same steep northern Deer Leap 
spur trail or follow the southern spur down to its junction with the AT and then turn 
left or north (even though the trail here is heading south to Georgia) back to the LT at 
Maine Junction.  
 

The Long Trail through Mendon –see Map 2 
 
Almost twelve miles of the Long Trail traverse Mendon from south to north; the 
Appalachian Trail is merged with it until the AT splits off at Maine Junction (see 
page 4.) Portions of the LT are steep south of Killington Peak but the footing is 
generally good and there are few wet areas along this stretch.  
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To head north on the combined trails (we’ve got to start somewhere and the official 
GMC guide book describes the route from south to north), drive south of Rutland on 
U.S. Route 7 until you see signs for North Shrewsbury headed east. Proceed about 
one mile, then turn downhill on the Upper Cold River Road to the covered bridge 
crossing the Cold River itself. In another mile, you will see signs for the LT crossing 
where there is limited parking. Three miles up the trail, you will enter Mendon on 
the south flank of Little Killington Peak, gradually slab to the east and then climb 
steeply almost to its summit. Little Killington is 3939 feet high and the eighth 
highest peak in Vermont, but sorry, it’s all dense woods and there are no views. The 
LT then stays on a generally level stretch along the west flank of Killington Peak, 
where several choices await you. 
 
The first trail junction you encounter is the spur that leads up to the summit of 
Killington Peak itself, a steep rocky scramble of a quarter mile and almost five 
hundred vertical feet to 360-degree views. You are standing at 4235 feet on the 
second highest summit in Vermont. On a clear day you can see Mount Mansfield to 
the north, Mount Marcy in the Adirondacks to the northwest and Mount Washington 
in the White Mountains to the northeast. An old and regrettably inaccessible fire 
tower stands guard over a modern building with numerous satellite dishes but they 
hardly spoil the grandeur of this broad rocky summit. What does occasionally spoil 
the summit are high-heel clad tourists who rode the ski area gondola up the other 
side of the mountain and wobbled a few hundred feet on a board walk to the same 
spot you hiked nearly seven miles to. 
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Just beyond the junction is the historic Cooper Lodge, which at 3850 feet is the 
highest elevation shelter anywhere on the Long Trail. The shelter was built of stone 
and wood in 1939 by the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and looks to the west 
over the remote Wheelerville valley. There is water nearby as well as several tent 
platforms. Regrettably, there is occasional abuse of the shelter from skiers who 
come through the woods from the ski area just around the corner, but the GMC does 
its best to keep it clean. A few yards beyond Cooper Lodge is the junction with the 
Bucklin Trail, a well-marked (blue blazes) trail that leads west to the Wheelerville 
Road (see below.) In this same area was the long-gone Killington Summit Hotel, a 
wooden structure that stood from 1880 until 1910 and which was accessed via a 
carriage road from Wheelerville Road (see page 15.)  
 
The LT then leaves Mendon for several miles, passes through some wet areas and 
kisses the tops of several ski area lifts. It reenters Mendon on the west flank of Pico 
Peak in the vicinity of Churchill Scott shelter (see page 3.) 
 
Total distance from the Upper Cold River Road trailhead to Cooper Lodge shelter is 
about 5 ½ miles and 1500 feet of elevation gain. It is another 4 ½ miles to Churchill 
Scott Shelter, generally all downhill, with U.S. Route 4 another two miles beyond 
that.  
 
An alternative: four miles on the LT from Upper Cold River Road is the trail junction of 
the Shrewsbury Peak Trail. The north summit of this peak is just under two miles along 
this trail back to the south. While the bulk of the peak is in Mendon, the north summit 
itself is in our neighboring town by just a few yards. Views from the north summit are 
limited but a hundred yards further along is the south summit with fine views to the 
south and east. 
 

Bucklin Trail – see Map 2 
 
This is a popular in-and-out hike that leads you from the remote Wheelerville Road 
up to the summit of Killington Peak, well away from all the ski area development on 
the other side of Vermont’s second tallest mountain. It lies within Vermont’s Calvin 
Coolidge state forest. Popular can mean busy too, with dozens of cars sometimes 
jockeying for parking space at the trail head, but pick a day in shoulder season or 
mid-week and you will see only a handful of other hikers. 
 
To find the trailhead, look for Wheelerville Road off U.S Route 4 about one and one-
half miles east of our yellow Town Office or four miles west of Sherburne Pass. The 
road starts just east of a large highway bridge that crosses sparkling Mendon Brook. 
Try to imagine this peaceful stream raging over its banks during Tropical Storm 
Irene in 2011, tearing out over a mile of Wheelerville Road and swallowing a 
quarter mile of U.S. Route 4 as well. Four miles up this remote, largely undeveloped 
dirt road you reach Brewers Corner, where there is a sharp right turn and a parking 
area on your left. You can also find the trailhead from Rutland City; from the 
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junction of Killington Avenue and Town Line Road, proceed up the Notch Road 
(paved as far as the notch itself) and turn left on Wheelerville road, going about 
three miles to the parking area.  
 
The Bucklin Trail proceeds from the parking lot past a kiosk, quickly crosses 
Brewers Brook over an elevated footbridge, and then follows the brook on its north 
side along an old logging road. After about one half mile, the trail veers sharply 
uphill away from the brook; the original trail lower down was destroyed by Tropical 
Storm Irene in 2011. As the trail slowly gains elevation over the next mile, it rejoins 
the old logging road above the washout and crosses back to the south side of the 
brook on another elevated bridge. The trail stays quite flat for almost another mile 
before it takes an abrupt turn uphill to the right (look for two blue blazes on a tree) 
and begins a steady ascent toward Killington Peak. The footing is generally good and 
the switchbacks help with the elevation gain but the angle is unrelenting with few 
flat sections for the next two miles. There are good intermittent vistas off to the 
north as you transition from hardwoods to birch to spruce forest. Finally you reach 
the junction of several trails (see page 5) where in a short interval the LT heads 
north, the old hotel carriage road comes in from the right, Cooper Lodge makes a 
sudden appearance, the LT comes in from the south and the rocky, steep spur to the 
Killington summit beckons straight ahead. Remember: if you try this in the winter, 
you will very likely need crampons on your snowshoes for the trail and crampons 
on your boots for the rocky scramble to the summit. Take your time going down the 
descent back to Brewers Corner; your quads will appreciate an occasional rest stop. 
 
Distance from Brewers Corner to Cooper Lodge is about 3 ½ miles and almost 2500 
feet in elevation gain. The summit is one quarter mile and almost five hundred 
vertical feet beyond that. 
 
An alternative (see Maps 1 and 2): if time, weather and your knees allow, consider 
climbing the Bucklin Trail to its junction with the LT, scramble up to Killington Peak’s 
summit, and then hike north all the way to Sherburne Pass on U.S. Route 4, maybe 
hitting the Pico summit along the way. This adds over seven miles to your hike and you 
will need to have a car waiting for you at the pass to get back to the Bucklin trailhead 
on Wheelerville Road. Or, if you want to spend more time walking downhill than uphill, 
leave a second car at Brewers Corner and start this trip at Sherburne Pass. Hike south 
on the Sherburne Pass Trail, clamber up to the Pico Peak summit on the Pico Link, and 
then meander further south back into Mendon on the LT all the way to Cooper Lodge. 
Save enough energy to hump your way up to Killington’s summit and then finally turn 
downhill on the Bucklin Trail back to your waiting car. Since Sherburne Pass is higher 
than Brewer’s Corner, you save about five hundred vertical feet doing it this way. 
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Canty Trail – see Map 3 
 
This is an in-and-out trail that climbs to the summit of Blue Ridge on Mendon’s 
northern boundary. It is named after a long-time Mendon family who farmed at the 
end of Cream Hill Road, where the trail formerly started on an old logging road. The 
trail is now entirely within the Green Mountain National Forest. 
 

 
 
To find the trailhead, look for Old Turnpike Road on the north side of U. S. Route 4, 
about 2 ½ miles uphill from the Town Office or three miles downhill from 
Sherburne Pass. The trailhead parking lot is one mile up Old Turnpike Road on the 
left where there is room for about four cars in a shallow pull-off. 
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The trail meanders westerly through hardwood and spruce forests with occasional 
wet areas that seem to swallow any logs placed across them, so be prepared to get a 
little muddy. After about a mile, cross Sawyer Brook and go up a steep bank where 
you encounter a logging road and a sign pointing you to the right (the 
aforementioned Cream Hill Road is a quarter mile to your left across private 
property.) This old wood road goes straight north and straight uphill for a mile with 
occasionally slick rock ledge and boulders. But if you have trouble with your footing, 
it’s less likely the trail will trip you up than being distracted by the tumbling 
cascades, waterfalls and whirlpools of Sawyer Brook on your right. The trail finally 
leaves the brook and heads west again, with less elevation gain, through birch forest 
for a half-mile or so. Then look for a spur on the right that takes you to the south 
summit of Blue Ridge (3278 feet) where there are fine views to the east and 
southeast. By following the main trail further west and descending a tad you will 
come to a rocky outcrop where there are wide views overlooking Mendon Peak, East 
Mountain, the Otter Creek valley and the Taconic Range in the distance.   
 
From the trailhead on Old Turnpike Road to the summit with its nearby overlook is 
about two and a half miles with an elevation gain of 1500 feet. 
 
Note: the north summit of Blue Ridge is lower down and a very tough bushwhack from 
the south summit. Don’t try it. Even if you do stumble on it there are no views from its 
wooded summit. 
 

 
 
Bald Mountain – see Map 4 
 
This trail system is within Vermont’s Aitken State Forest and provides lower 
elevation hiking opportunities. While its two summits are heavily wooded and in 
fact quite hard to find, there are several fine vistas along the figure-of-eight trail 
loops that make Bald Mountain a worthy destination. Its heavily forested slopes 
belie the fact that in the early 1900s it was extensively logged and grazed by sheep. 
Old photographs show it barren of trees, hence its name. 
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To find the trailhead, proceed uphill on the Notch Road at the junction of Town Line 
Road and Killington Avenue. The pavement ends at the notch and the Wheelerville 
Road veers left just after it; go straight down the road a bit and park in one of 
several small parking lots where the road ends (the road used to go further east but 
Tropical Storm Irene washed it out too in 2011.) The parking lot also serves the 
Tamarack Notch trails across the road (see below). The trailhead is on the south 
side of the Notch Road through a (usually) locked gate on an old logging road. Just 
down the wood road there is a kiosk on your right where the entry trail heads off to 
the west.  
 
The entry trail slabs across the north side of Bald Mountain and after about one-half 
mile splits to give you options for the figure-of-eight. The best way (saving the best 
views for last!) is to proceed on the right-hand trail and climb gently for about one-
half mile until you encounter a broad bare area with rocky ledges overlooking the 
Otter Creek valley to the west and north. Just south of this overlook, the trail splits 
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again; proceed on the right-hand trail to start the southern loop. You drop down a 
tad, then work your way around the southwest side of the south summit to a set of 
ledges overlooking the Cold River valley, the Otter Creek valley and Dorset Peak off 
to the south. The southern loop then climbs a bit steeply back to the south summit 
and joins the northern loop. By following the combined trail back to the northeast, 
fine views open up of Mendon Peak, our namesake mountain. Killington and Pico 
Peaks as well as Okemo Mountain off to the southeast are easily seen. The trail then 
goes through some low areas, across the wooded north summit and continues 
downhill with several switchbacks to its origin at the entry trail, where you turn 
right to get back to the trailhead and your car. 
 
The distance from trailhead to trailhead on the northern loop alone is about three 
and a half miles. Add one more mile if you do the southern loop, but it’s worth it. 
 
An alternative: when you depart the first overlook of the Otter Creek valley on the 
northern loop, take the left-hand trail to save a mile and get back to your car more 
quickly. This is essentially a crossover trail that completes the northern half of the 
figure-of-eight. The trail works its way over the undistinguished south summit but you 
will miss the lovely views of Cold River and Otter Creek valley to the south that you get 
off the southern loop. There are some views of the Otter Creek valley from the 
crossover portion but nothing you haven’t already seen from that first lookout off the 
northern loop. 

 
Tamarack Notch –see Map 4 
 
This flat, low level hiking area shares parking with the trail system on Bald 
Mountain (see page 9.)  The trails form a rough figure-of eight as they work their 
way through white pine forests and skirt beaver ponds. It was the site of a 1930s 
CCC camp, whose members planted trees and developed recreation areas. Their 
buildings were taken over by the Girl Scouts in the 1950s and hundreds of Rutland 
area girls spent summer nights here until the camp closed in the 1980s. All the 
buildings are gone but fireplaces and stone chimneys remain scattered in the trees. 
Curiously, despite the area’s name, tamarack trees are virtually nonexistent now. On 
the western slope of the area are scattered cellar holes from early Mendon hill 
farms.   
 

    Hiking other trails  
 
Mendon has two other trail systems in town that, with caveats, are accessible to 
hikers. 
 
VAST Trail 
 
The VAST trail system was developed by and is maintained by the Vermont 
Association of Snow Travelers, a statewide snowmobile group that has secured 
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permission to use private and public lands throughout Vermont for their winter 
pursuits. In the non-winter season, the VAST trail in Mendon is particularly 
attractive, and being at lower elevation is often a trail that hikers can use in the 
spring while the higher elevation trails are still drying out. 
 
A note: hikers should use this trail system in the winter with extreme caution. While 
hikers are allowed, please do NOT hike when your boots may sink into the snow and be 
aware that, while you can hear snowmobiles some way off, they often come around the 
next corner straight at you at what seems like terrifying speed. It’s their trail. They 
maintain it. Give them respect and stay clear. 
 
To access the VAST system in Mendon, proceed up Wheelerville Road (see page 6) 
about two miles until you come to bridge number 24, where the road takes a sharp 
right. There is a gate on the trail going north back towards U.S. Route 4 and another 
on the other side of the bridge for the VAST trail headed south. You are in the 
Rutland City forest; the gates are to keep off-road vehicles from chewing up the trail 
in the summer.  
 
The VAST trail north follows old stonewalls with little elevation gain along a high 
bank overlooking lovely Mendon Brook on the right. Take a moment amongst the 
enormous white pines and spruce and try to imagine farmers two hundred years 
ago felling similarly sized trees, hauling out roots, pulling enormous slabs of rock to 
build those walls, and planting their crops or tending their herds. Daunting stuff 
indeed. After about one mile, you will hear U.S. Route 4 highway traffic ahead and 
want to turn back.   
 
The better trail is the VAST trail south. It ascends a short hill, drops down to a 
wooden bridge over a small creek, then ascends again and meanders its way 
southwesterly for about a mile. Then in a clearing the trail turns sharply left at a 
well-signed junction with a logging road. 
 
You have choices here: the logging road goes off to the right and enters a even larger 
clearing where there are views of Pico Peak to the east and where there is an old 
cellar hole of a nineteenth century farmhouse. The logging road then continues a tad 
further and enters Wheelerville Road where you turn right one half mile back to 
your car at Bridge 14. This loop is about one and one-half miles long. 
 
Your other choice at the junction of the VAST Trail and the logging road is to 
continue left on the well-signed snowmobile trail. After another half mile of uphill 
and downhill it comes to a bridge crossing Brewers Brook with lovely views of 
tumbling cascades and the nearby hills. The only noise is the rushing water beneath 
your feet. The distance from Bridge 14 in-and-out to the Brewers Brook bridge is 
just over two miles. 
 
An alternative: if you have the legs for it, proceed another two miles on the VAST trail 
beyond the bridge over Brewers Brook through hardwoods and fir and hook back up to 
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Wheelerville Road near Brewers Corner. There is only modest elevation gain on this 
extension with good views of nearby East Mountain in the spring and fall. The distance 
on the VAST trail from Bridge 14 to Wheelerville Road at Brewers Corner is about four 
miles. For the return to your car, it is two miles back along Wheelerville Road itself. 
 
Catamount Trail 
 
This trail is a backcountry ski trail that allows low elevation backcountry skiing 
from Canada to Massachusetts. Fourteen miles of it traverse Mendon along the west 
side of the Green Mountains. The section of the trail in Mendon stays at about the 
2000-foot elevation and is always within the Green Mountain National Forest, Calvin 
Coolidge state forest and Rutland City forest. Where the Catamount Trail traverses 
private lands, which is not the case in Mendon, non-winter use is highly and 
emphatically discouraged. The trail is well marked with blue metal signs featuring a 
paw print. 
 
Before the snow comes or after it’s gone, and when the LT and Mendon’s summit 
trails are too wet to wisely use, the Catamount Trail is a pleasant meander through 
our town. However the trail is not maintained for summer use to the degree others 
are so expect blow downs, snags, tall brush and wet areas that would ordinarily be 
covered by the winter snows. 
 
A note: the Catamount Trail should never, ever be hiked in the winter. Never. Ever. Not 
even on snowshoes. If you are not on skis, don’t go there.  
 
 
To find this trail, park in the LT/AT parking lot on U.S. Route 4 (see page 3.) The 
Catamount Trail north crosses U.S. Route 4 and promptly leaves the LT, veering 
west where after a half-mile it joins the Elbow Road, an overgrown nineteenth 
century path that is the extension of Old Turnpike Road. You can follow the Elbow 
Road to the right (or east) past a beaver pond to where the road has been improved 
and the LT crosses it (see page 4). Then retrace your steps back to U.S. Route 4. The 
distance for this in-and-out hike is about two miles. 
 
An alternative: take the Catamount Trail to the Elbow Road, turn east until you find 
the crossing of the LT and then head south back to Willard Gap and Maine Junction. 
Then follow the LT back to the U.S Route 4 parking lot. This loop is also about two 
miles. 
 
The Catamount trail south of U.S. Route 4 crosses the same bridge as the LT across 
Boone Brook (see page 3) but veers right and wanders over low hillocks and flat 
areas with some stream crossings for four miles until it joins the Bucklin Trail to 
Killington Peak (see page 6.) The Catamount trail goes right (or west) on the Bucklin 
Trail to Brewers Corner and then heads further south toward the Mendon town line. 
Once at Brewers Corner though, you have to either retrace your steps back to U.S. 
Route 4 or have a car waiting for you.  
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    Off-trail hiking 
 
If Mendon’s marked and maintained trails have just whetted your appetite to 
explore the our town’s woods and summits, then consider expanding your horizons 
by exploring beyond those trails. Like much of Vermont, our town was logged in the 
nineteenth century and old wood roads abound. These roads are not maintained; 
blow downs, snags and washouts are frequent. In fact if the road is in good shape, 
that means active logging is going on and you’ll want to avoid that area anyway. 
Virtually none of these roads appear on topographic maps, neither those in print 
like the USGS quadrangle maps or more current on-line versions, and some roads 
depicted on the USGS maps were never there. So you have to follow your nose, have 
a sense of adventure, be prepared and above all be smart. 
 
Being smart means having a printed topographic map and knowing how to use it. If 
you have maps on your mobile device, remember that cell service is spotty 
throughout Wheelerville valley so you still have to know how to read contour lines, 
as you may not find your location readily on the screen. Let someone know what 
your plans are and take enough water, nourishment and clothing. An old fashioned 
compass may bail you out too. Our mountains are close and accessible but they still 
get pretty dark and lonely if you’re caught out after sunset. 
 
We have endeavored to describe off-trail possibilities that are on public lands. If you 
encounter a private property sign deep in Mendon’s woods, please respect it and 
tramp somewhere else. 
 

East Mountain 
 
This broad ridge, almost 2400 feet high, is the western boundary of the Wheelerville 
Valley and the eastern skyline of Rutland City. There are no defined trails in the area 
but there are lots of old wood roads. Much of the east side of the ridge is Rutland 
City forest, protected for Rutland City’s water supply, but there are private lots as 
well so respect any signage.  
 
The best spot to start your exploration of East Ridge is off Wheelerville Road. Park 
in the pull off next to bridge number 14, about one mile in from U.S Route 4. This 
bridge crosses Eddy Brook, coming down from Killington Peak, at its junction with 
the larger Mendon Brook. From here there are no streams to cross on your way 
uphill. By following the wood road up the hill and studying your topographic map, 
you will be able to hike southwesterly on a series of ever-smaller roads. Follow your 
nose upwards for about two miles and, with a short bushwhack at the end, you will 
be rewarded with a rocky clearing that looks straight down on Rutland City, the 
Otter Creek valley and the Taconic Range off to the west.  
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If you explore this area in the winter you can follow your tracks back to your car. At 
any other time of year you may have trouble retracing your steps back down so take 
care. Remember: somewhere downhill to the east you will hit either Mendon or 
Eddy Brook, both usually easily crossed if necessary, which will lead you to 
Wheelerville Road and safety. 
 

Mendon Peak –see Map 2 
 
Our namesake mountain is by far the prettiest mountain around. When you look 
south from U.S. Route 4, it’s the one that dominates the southern skyline: tall, stately 
and massive, and unlike the summits of Killington and Pico there are no towers on 
top.  The mountain runs east and west, most unusual in the north-south oriented 
Green Mountains, and has glorious views from it summit. At 3840 feet high, Mendon 
Peak is the tenth highest summit in Vermont and the highest summit in the state 
without a marked trail to the top. The USGS map for the Killington Peak VT 
quadrangle (43072-E7-TF-024) shows the route reasonably well but also shows old 
logging roads that are no longer visible.   
 
Since there are people who keep track of these things, it’s worth noting that Mendon 
Peak is the seventh highest summit in New England without a trail to the top and 
85th highest summit overall. Peak-baggers who are checking off their lists seek it out 
regularly.  
 
Start your hike at Brewers Corner (see Bucklin Trail trailhead, page 6) but proceed 
to the right through an almost-always locked gate on a maintained wood road. You 
are entering into Parker’s Gore, that late land addition to our town when the 
surveyors realized they had missed a goodly chunk of land in 1796. About one-half 
mile along you will pass Walt’s Camp, a private in-holding in the Coolidge State 
Forest. Keep Eddy Brook on your right and ignore the occasional wood road going 
uphill to your left, staying low and next to the brook. You will slowly ascend, then 
slowly descend on this road, then cross the brook to its south side (no bridge) and 
then cross it back again to the north side (still no bridge), with the brook once again 
on your right. The gently climbing road ends abruptly at another stream crossing 
where there is a washed out bridge abutment at a shallow but steep ravine. On the 
other side, the wood road turns uphill to the left, gently turns back to the right and 
comes to a switchback after about one-half mile. There may be a cairn here. Ignore 
it. Instead take the switchback to the left for another half-mile and then back to your 
right again where there is a second switchback to the left. There should be a cairn 
here too; this is where the bushwhack starts.  
 
Work your way uphill and southwesterly. If you go too far south (or left), you will 
run into a jungle of blow downs, so climb to your right whenever you can. At this 
point the terrain becomes more narrow and steep and the choices are fewer, so here 
and there you will find “herd paths” where other hikers have beaten down the soil. 
Follow these to the west, go over the false east summit with limited southerly views, 
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proceed into a shallow sag and then continue to the main west summit. You will find 
a summit sign and a register canister strapped to a tree, confirming you made it. 
Congratulations. There are generous rocky ledges to your left with commanding 
views to the south. Can you pick out Mount Equinox and Stratton Mountain? Mount 
Snow and Okemo Mountain?  
 
Now the problem is getting back down, as it all looks alike when you’re headed 
downhill. Follow the herd paths back east until they peter out, then consult your 
topographic map and try to find that cairn on the second left-hand switchback. It’s 
not easy to find and it is easy to turn downhill too soon. If you miss that cairn, it gets 
really steep really fast so be careful 
 
From Brewers Corner to the summit of Mendon Peak is about four miles; depending 
on how many false turns you take, it could be a tad less or a whole lot more. The 
elevation gain is almost 2000 feet. 
 
An alternative: remember that really steep little ravine with the washed out bridge you 
crossed before the switchbacks? Well, if you follow Eddy Brook further east, banging 
your way through the pucker brush, after about three hundred yards you will 
encounter the remains of a nineteenth century logging camp known locally as Stove 
Pipe City. Here you will find bits of old cook stoves, bed springs and other implements 
discarded when the camp shut down over a century ago. 
 
Another alternative: higher up the hill beyond the washed-out bridge, instead of 
turning to the right at the cairn on the second left-hand switchback, take that left on a 
discernible trail and look into the woods on your right. Scattered here and there in old 
clearings are tumbledown wood buildings that served as bunkhouses and cook shacks 
for the loggers. Take a moment and picture horse drawn wagons in the summer and 
horse drawn sleighs in the winter carrying men and supplies up the trails you just 
hiked. Imagine the sound of sweating men cutting vast pine forests, sounds of ringing 
axes and crashing trees. Contrast that with what you hear now. Virtually nothing, 
right? Maybe a blue jay or a red squirrel or a barred owl.  Now follow that trail a little 
further east and you will see a narrow, steep clearing dropping off to your left. That’s 
an old log slide, where loggers on the ridge sent their cut logs down to the crews 
waiting below at Stove Pipe City. 
 
And an even more tantalizing alternative: ready for something even more 
adventuresome than bushwhacking Mendon Peak? Consider hiking the Great Mendon 
Traverse: Mendon Peak, Little Killington Peak and Killington Peak itself. Use your 
topographic map. Take a compass. Be flexible and know when to turn back. And don’t 
say we didn’t warn you. Get to the top of Mendon Peak, and then bushwhack from its 
east summit just a smidge south of due east. Repeat: a smidge south of due east. Do not 
go downhill to the right or downhill to the left. You will barely notice that you have 
summited Little Killington Peak (3939 feet) as it is so wooded, but you will suddenly 
come upon the Long Trail. It is unmistakable, a virtual thoroughfare after the 
bushwhacking you’ve been doing. Follow the LT north for just over a mile and you will 
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be at the junction with the spur to the Killington Peak summit (see page 5). After 
summiting Killington, take the Bucklin Trail back to Brewers Corner and the parking 
lot. Congratulate yourself when you settle wearily into your car. You have completed 
the Great Mendon Traverse.  
 

Old Killington Carriage Road –see Map 2 
 
Remember those high heel clad tourists on Killington Peak who wobbled over the top 
from the ski area gondola? Well, they’re not the first to have help getting to the 
summit of Vermont’s second tallest peak. The Killington Summit House, a two-story 
wooden structure with private rooms and a dining room, was built in 1880 near where 
Cooper Lodge now sits. Picture children in knickers, men with bowler hats playing 
croquet and women in long skirts admiring sunsets. The guests bounced in horse-
drawn carriages up a steep, three-mile road that started at Brewers Corner and 
worked its way up the ridge between Brewers and Eddy Brooks. The hotel closed in 
1910 and burned a few years later. 
 
The old carriage road is still visible in places and rutted and washed out periodically, 
but an interesting alternative if the Bucklin Trail seems too tame. With a compass and 
a topographic map, go through the gate on the right at Brewers Corner and past 
Walt’s Camp. Then look for a deeply rutted road on your left and pick your way 
carefully on the height of land ahead. Eddy Brook will be on your right and Brewers 
Brook on your left. Stay high; do not drop down to either the right or left. The carriage 
road is less obvious for the next mile but appears sporadically as a wide, rutted trail. 
About two miles in, now well up on the ridge between the two brooks, the road 
becomes much more evident as it approaches the Cooper Lodge area. To find your way 
back to your car, pick up the blue blazed Bucklin Trail for the descent. 
 
 
 
 


